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DESCRIPTION
 

Compact impact wrench 1/2", IAR series

This impact wrench combines an incomparable power/weight and speed/power ratio. Its ease of use will be appreciated in

every area of assembly and general maintenance work.

POWERFUL Its new motorisation, coupled with an optimised two-hammer punch system, gives it optimum torque, 28% better

than what exists today on the market.LIGHTWEIGHT Its composite structure results in a weight of 1.2 kg, giving this wrench

an astonishing weight/power ratio with respect to the other tools in the same category. 1/2" impact wrench perfectly suited to

maintenance conditions. Perfectly suited to assembly jobs. Its expression of requirements meets the needs of our customers

wishing to carry out loosening operations in increasingly restricted spaces and have a perfectly-balanced machine making it

possible to reduce the impact of musculo-skeletal disorders on the operators. Composite casing. Its double-hammer punch

system is the guarantee of reliability and power. The variable torque control placed at the rear ensures great ease-of-use for

the operator.

STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
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2006/42/CE, ISO 11148-6, ISO 15744, ISO 28927-2

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    COMPACT REVERSER SERIES IMPACT WRENCH 1/2''

   Sales reference    1149P

   L (mm)    155

   Weight (g)    1480

   l (mm)    63

   H (mm)    180

   drive square    1/2"

   Rotation speed (rpm)    11000

   Noise level (dBa)    7.4

   C mm    87

   C min mm    6.2

   C mm    260

   Maximum input torque Nm    1/4"

   Guarantee    624

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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